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Representing and commoning the
refugee crisis: The ‘assemblage’ of the
Lesvos Migration Atlas
Abstract
This article uses a critical lens to examine the various representations of the so-called ‘refugee crisis’ in
Lesvos, Greece through both the system of the hotspot regime and the performative acts of commoning,
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defined as the creation of the commons. It also proposes a process of commoning by the creation of an
‘assemblage’ of the Lesvos Migration Atlas. In this manner, the Atlas as an outcome of the research is
itself a representation that embraces theory, narratives, practices, and acts; a visual and symbolic tool
that provides space for photographic material, videos, artworks, (re)mappings, everyday stories, and reflective texts. At the same time, it is a collective process of capturing, writing and representing, open to new
material and scripts – thus a product in a process of becoming. Overall, the online and interactive Lesvos
Migration Atlas can well be approached as an ‘assemblage’ that respects the mobility and contingency
of the various crises, representations and acts of commoning. In the Atlas, the refugee crisis, the hotspot
regime and the common spaces that have been created are brought together through the emergence and
critical confrontation of the multiple representations of Lesvos.

Introduction
How is the European ‘refugee crisis’ represented, and how are those representations managed by
the media, politicians, activists and the public? What are the mechanisms and processes that give
this crisis an aesthetic value and how are they transformed into a form of visual symbolic capital for
narrating the story of an island, a country and the whole of the European Union? From the largescale charity exhibitions of Ai Weiwei1 to the symbolic use of Lesvos as an unsuccessful and problematic example of Europeanness in Nigel Farage’s campaign in favour of Brexit,2 Lesvos becomes
a synecdoche for the multiple narratives of the global migration crisis. Correspondingly, from graffiti and street art works in urban centres within and beyond Greece, which portray Lesvos and its
inhabitants as paradigms of self-organized, spontaneous solidarity, to the Nansen Prize that elevates
local society as an example of humanity,3 the island and its inhabitants are presented as exemplars
of humanitarianism and solidarity. Through these conflicting depictions, Lesvos is a case study of the
power of representation in the construction of subjectivities and populations as well as in the formation of concrete relationships, actions and policies.
Lesvos, located at the southeastern borders of Europe and a characteristic entry point for migrant
and refugee populations, constitutes a quintessential example of borders and movements. In this
island space, various realities and regimes are assembled: its borderline geographical and geopolitical
location; the construction – but also the fluidity – of national territories and borders; the rich history
of the place of population movements; and migration and asylum policies. To these we add innumerable solidarity initiatives and actions of both local and global origins. Moreover, Lesvos constitutes
an exemplar case through which we can study the processes and mechanisms of the construction
and transformation of the nation-state, the European Union and the porosity of their borders. As the
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1. Chinese artist Ai
Weiwei covered a Berlin
landmark (Konzerthaus)
with 14,000 discarded
refugee life jackets
from Lesvos for this
installation.
2. We are referring here
to UKIP’s controversial
‘breaking point’ anti-EU
poster.
3. In 2016, Greek
volunteers Efi Latsoudi
and Konstantinos won
the UNHCR’s prestigious
annual Nansen Refugee
Award.
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island is transformed into a European hotspot, its borderline morphs into what Nicholas De Genova
(cited in Bojadžijev and Mezzadra 2015) calls the ‘spectacle of the border’. As a result, new stereotypical representations are created, through which one can view the relationship between Greece
and Europe, citizen and migrant, but also the polarities between the recognition of rights and their
infringement, as well as the reconstitution of common ground for collective actions. These dual relationships form the central conceptual axis of our research.
In particular, the research on which this article is based aims to map the various representations
of the ‘refugee crisis’ through both the hotspot regime and the performative acts of commoning (the
creation of the commons). In this article, we focus on the detention centre of Moria on Lesvos island,
as the site of the largest hotspot that has been created in the Aegean sea to ‘manage’ the admission,
relocation and deportation of migrants, refugees and asylum seekers. For the past three years, an
illegal de facto regime of indefinite, arbitrary incarceration of people has trapped people in Moria or
on the island of Lesvos (Spathopoulou et al. 2020).
Methodologically, the research material was collected from two sources: (1) field research on the
island of Lesvos; and (2) corresponding representations in the rest of Greece, Europe and the world.
The latter research relates to how Lesvos has been portrayed outside the physical space of the island.
This new mapping that aims to break with the colonial and patriarchal backbones of map making –
what we refer to as ‘(re)mapping’ – not only aims to collect and classify the multiple representations
of Lesvos, but also seeks to reflect and critically locate these representations in the visual economy
of the refugee crisis in which such images circulate. The main aim of the research is thus the creation
of an atlas – an online and interactive database – in which the refugee crisis, the hotspot regime and
the common spaces that have been created are brought together through the emergence and critical
confrontation of the multiple representations of Lesvos. In this light, the philosophy and function of
the Atlas – an online platform and database of representation and commonings of Lesvos – constitute an act of representation and commoning, a process of writing, sharing and disseminating both
the local and mobile history of Lesvos. This process includes narratives and untold stories, collective
memories and the daily experiences of local populations, who encounter their migrant and refugee
counterparts. Together, they create visible and invisible actions and demands.

From representation to the naturalization of the ‘refugee crisis’
It is by now widely accepted that Europe has undergone multiple, overlapping crises over the last
decade. From the implementation of austerity policies, to mass protests in different cities, to the more
recent narrative of the migrant and refugee crisis, the common ground is the naturalization of crises
as something inevitable rather than as a consequence of political, economic and social structures. The
figure of a growing global economic crisis frames and rationalizes the impact of institutional crises
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both within and beyond the European Union. The hegemonic narrative of multiple crises is based
on the assumption that we are living in a time of constant crisis, with inevitable consequences for
the survival of both migrant and indigenous populations. In this light, even the increasing number
of people crossing and dying in the Mediterranean Sea is represented as a natural phenomenon
through the concepts of ‘waves’ and ‘flows’. According to Caroline Knowles (2010: 374), people do
not flow: they bump awkwardly along creating pathways as they go; they grate against each other;
they dodge, stop and go, negotiate obstacles, back-track and move off in new directions propelled by
different intersecting logics. They do all of these things and more, but they do not flow.
Crisis appears through many pretexts and in many guises. Instead of trying to reveal the ‘real’
nature of the crisis, this research denies that the spectacle and the content attributed to the ‘crisis’ is a
totalizing truth and an objective reality (Tsilimpounidi 2017). This article incorporates a methodological approach that invites social researchers to produce knowledge about the crisis and through the
crisis with criticality and reflexivity, using methods that don’t just subject the objects of research to
investigation, but also explore the subjectivities that the research itself produces. If research methodologies are not ‘innocent’, then they are political: as well as producing knowledge, they also constitute realities. The critical issue for researchers, then, is realizing which realities we want to contribute
and in the avoidance of which others (Law and Urry 2005: 404).
The first public statements on the refugee crisis have been accompanied by images of shipwrecks, drownings and deaths, humanitarian interventions, and mass outreach and solidarity initiatives taking place in various parts of the Mediterranean since the spring of 2015. In April,
photographs of the thousands of deaths in shipwrecks near Lampedusa, and in September, the
photograph of the three-year-old Alan Kurdi found dead on Turkey’s coast ‘invaded’ and ‘flooded’
the media (Carastathis and Tsilimpounidi 2020). Without implying that these incidents and their
representations are ‘unprecedented’, we emphasize here the multiplicatory power of modern media
in their diffusion of images and information, and their catalytic role in modern forms of governance.
As a result, these representations in the Mediterranean have formed a ‘spectacle of the border’ (De
Genova cited in Bojadžijev and Mezzadra 2015), which has defined how the refugee crisis contributed to specific practices and policies.
The 2015 European refugee crisis is among the most photographed crises in human history
(Carastathis and Tsilimpounidi 2020), yet it is important to understand what kinds of messages such
representations convey and how they reproduce the hegemonic narrative of this crisis. When one
attempts a Google search using the term ‘refugee crisis’, the first image that comes up is by photographer Massimo Setsini,4 a photograph shot from above – probably using a drone – depicting a
boat packed with human bodies in the midst of the sea. One of the main hegemonic claims of the
2015 refugee crisis is that it began with the appearance of certain bodies on the shores of Europe.
This is a very problematic notion, not only because it basically equates the presence of these bodies
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4. At least this is the case
at the time of writing
this article in late
February 2020.
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5. In the mediatized
narrative of the 2016
European refugee
crisis, the starting
point of the crisis is
the arrival of certain
bodies on the shores
of Europe. Images with
boats packed with
bodies were (and still
are) very common in
reporting from the
borders of Europe. The
beginning of the crisis
was never seen: the war,
economic stagnation
and processes of
intense colonization
that resulted in people
wanting to flee Syria.
Nor was the arrival of
other bodies in sailing
boats and cruising ships
on the shores of Lesvos
seen as a problem, or
the starting point of a
crisis.

with the starting point of the crisis, and therefore directly implying that these human bodies are
the ‘problem’,5 but because it forecloses – and thus keeps hidden and invisible – the reasons of this
appearance: the war, genocide and unbearable oppression these bodies experience in their countries
of origin. In other words, the starting point of the 2015 European refugee crisis should be traced
and portrayed differently, exposing the reasons of the appearance of certain bodies of the shores of
Lesvos.
In this article, we ask several questions: the appearance of whose body and where can be seen
as the beginning of a crisis – in our case as the beginning of the European refugee crisis of 2015?
Which crises are declared and why, and which remain undeclared, invisible, hidden and thus not
recognized as humanitarian disasters that lead to international protection? For example, the Syrian
Civil War is a globally recognized crisis, and thus Syrian refugees deserve international protection. In
contrast, people from Northern and Central African countries, who in some cases are fleeing decades
of (civil) war and extreme precarity are not immediately recognized as refugees who deserve international protection. Finally, the disappearance of whose bodies constitutes a crisis? The Aegean Sea
route between Greece and Turkey is the most deadly passage of the world, transforming the sea into
an aqueous cemetery; we will never learn the exact number of the bodies disappearing in this sea
passage (Carastathis and Tsilimpounidi 2020).
In recent years, Lesvos has contributed to the creation of new representational stereotypes,
through which the history of Lesvos and the place itself are sometimes reproduced as a ‘state of
emergency’ and sometimes as the locus of necessity for the emergence of new forms of social life
and action. Lesvos arguably constitutes the exemplary case through which we can observe the
construction and transformation of the European Union, and notions of the nation-state and their
fluid borders on which European immigration and asylum policies rely. As the island becomes a
space condensed by the logic of concentration, detention and segregation of migrants and refugees – that is, as it becomes a hotspot – its frontier is transformed through processes of bordering
and commoning, understood as creating commons. In other words, its frontier is being transformed
through processes of migration and practices of co-living. In association with the migrant and refugee flows, the emergent expressions of solidarity that arrived on the island from all over the world
brought together new communities, practices of sharing and common struggles. Overall, the new
‘hotspot’ regime, together with the new practices and acts of ‘commons’, is shaping the new frame of
bordering and commoning on Lesvos island.
In this light, we propose that the crisis of representation contributes to the crisis of representative
democracy. We take Lesvos as a case study in order to recast the political conditions of representation as a form of political and democratic action. The island is, at the same time, a space established
by the logic of the hotspot, a scene of international political activism but also an epistemological tool
for collectively devising and constructing alternative ways of governing life, knowledge, visibility and
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representational reproduction (Carastathis et al. 2018). The processes surrounding the production of
Lesvian subjectivities are made possible by the effects of the aforementioned processes in producing social impact, representational crises (in both the aesthetic and political senses)6 and predetermined political identities. The redefinition of Lesvos through the approach of combining new spaces,
populations, relationships and actions is therefore made possible through what we term ‘assemblage
thinking’. In other words, Lesvos island is being transformed through a novel approach of combining new spaces, populations, relationships and actions. We approach these increasingly complicated
relations using the theoretical approach of ‘assemblages’ (Deleuze and Guattari 2004), which implies
a holistic view of multiplicities and systems, providing an all-embracing context for theory, as elaborated further in this article.

Conceptual framework: Assembling theories
Among the multiple dimensions of the contemporary global crisis are the mass movements of populations from the Middle Eastern, South Asian and African countries to EU territories – mainly across
its southeastern border. Like most conceptualizations of the notion of the crisis, the ‘refugee crisis’
is ‘constructed’ (Rajaram 2015) – in other words, it is a representation. The hegemonic narrative of
the ‘refugee crisis’ contributes to a dramatization of the situation that produces categories of ‘passive’
subjects. At the same time, this narrative reinforces specific forms of intervention and management
that follow the logic of militarized humanitarianism (Hyndman 2000). In both instances, as we
discuss later, a link is implied between crisis, social imagination and an economy of representations
(Azoulay 2008). Among the latest ways to manage and regulate the movement of migrant populations are hotspots, which are located in border regions at the limits of European territories.
The political management of migration through the logic of the hotspot – as in the case of
the migrant crisis – reinforces dominant perceptions of the Other and produces further inequalities, creating a regime of insecurity and fear of the dangers ostensibly posed by people’s mobility.
Migration management thus invests in a social imaginary that implies a constant state of exception
and emergency that requires immediate resolution; in this way, it legitimizes dominant forms of
intervention and practices of governmentality (Spathopoulou and Carastathis, 2020). Through this
vicious circle, the logic of hotspots reinforces the dominant conceptions and representations of the
Other that in turn confirm the hotspot regime. ‘Stereotypical representations of refugees that reproduce their ongoing victimization and marginalization makes it all the more urgent that new, selfreflexive ways of commenting on and presenting the refugee issue are needed’ (Yalouri 2019: 234).
Apart from various representations of the migration crisis and the hotspot regime, the movements and migrations of populations are significant because they constitute a transgressive process
that challenges the sovereignty of national territories on which policies of exclusion are based.
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6. We are referring here
to the dual crisis
of representation
– both the political
crisis of loss of faith
in representative
democracy, and
arguments about the
partial, time-bound,
subjective frame
of photographic
representations.
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7. Here we refer to
the pivotal trope in
Agamben’s (1998) Homo
Sacer project: ‘bare’ or
‘naked life’ – that is, the
nudity of life in the grip
of sovereign power.
8. By panoptical realism,
the authors refer to the
decision-making process
in the hotspot islands
that adopts this view of
the state – a perspective
of looking from above
who is granted the right
to asylum and who is
deported.

Specifically, mobile populations have encountered and coexisted with solidarity-based initiatives and
actions, creating a ‘multitude’ (Hardt and Negri [2000] 2011). Along with these encounters, migrations and movements create a mobile network of emergent common actions and struggles. The creation of a commons provides the conditions for (1) challenging the crisis as a state of emergency
requiring humanitarian and management interventions; (2) cultivating solidarity across borders and
beyond fear; and (3) the creation of cracks in enclosures of surveillance and control (Holloway 2010).
Such actions to create a new commons thus respond to the technocratic ‘tragedy of global commonalities’ (Andersson 2016: 12) since, in contrast to this tragedy, they not only do not constitute a crisis,
but rather constitute a struggle against individualization, and against politics of representation and
borders. For example, in June 2020 in the olive grove next to the Moria camp, the asylum seekers
themselves set up at least three intercultural schools with more than 4,000 students without the help
of the state and NGOs (visit and personal interviews with five teachers).
This research project thus performs a new kind of mapping of the various representations of the
refugee crisis in/of Lesvos that have taken place locally in the island, in Greece, in Europe, and also
globally. This (re)mapping suggests that a metonymic relationship has been forged between Lesvos
and Greece, repositioning Greece as the hotspot of Europe (Cabot 2016; Papataxiarchis 2016). The
island of Lesvos has been a key entry point for migrant and refugee populations (Petrakou 2015;
Petrakou and Iosifidis 2012; Troubeta 2012) since the 1990s until today. At the same time, it is a prime
example of the construction and transformation of the nation-state, the European Union and its
fluid borders, on which European immigration and asylum policies are taking place.
Drawing on the concept of the spectacle of the border, we note that ever since the onset of
the so-called refugee crisis until today, representations of Lesvos as a ‘deathscape’ (Bojadžijev and
Mezzadra 2015) have been circulated, in which the coastline is shown to be covered by tonnes of
plastic boats, life jackets, clothes and other personal belongings. The same coastlines are guarded
by the European border guard Frontex, which has been providing operational support to the Greek
port authorities since 2006. The function of Frontex became more crucial in 2011, with the European
Agreement on strengthening control and prevention of irregular migration at the Greek–Turkish
land and sea borders. The deployment of NATO forces to the Aegean Sea followed soon after. The
technocratic definition of hotspots describes them as a space for arranging, classifying and channelling ‘mixed’ migrant and refugee populations (European Commission 2015). Hotspots thus materialize a distinction between those people who are entitled to international protection (asylum) and
those to whom it is denied. Virtually, then, the hotspot of Lesvos is made visible through an earlier
and ‘naked’ separation (Agamben 1998; Athanasiou 2007; Athanasiou and Tsimouris 2013),7 a ‘panoptical realism’ (Tsianos and Kuster 2016),8 a political decision of discrimination and entry deterrence
policy (Xipolitas 2019) between life and death, survival and extinction, rights and precarity (Tselepi
et al. 2016).
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At once border and node of crucial importance, we could liken Lesvos to Europe’s social and
political ‘container’.9 Like other hotspots in the Mediterranean, Lesvos doesn’t just encompass
migrant and refugee ‘populations’ – who, at the detention centre of Moria, are forced, in the ‘best
case’, to live in a container – but also, through the trafficking of representations of Lesvos (since the
island is subject to, surrounds and channels, the ‘crisis of Europe’) more generally. In Figure 1, we
see the endless effort of people surviving in difficult weather conditions (rain, hail, extreme temperatures) in the so-called olive grove outside the camp of Moria.
Hundreds of refugees who do not fit in the official camp are forced to set up their own waiting communities outside it, without adequate access to water and sanitation. These communities
are slowly becoming permanent, as the wait is two to three years. Under these conditions, and in
mandatory isolation due to COVID-19, a self-constructed, autonomous neighbourhood has been
created with the first shops, grocery stores, barber shops, bakeries, schools, religious places and other
functions of social life (all made with awnings and pallets) – people refer to it as the ‘neighbourhood
of hope’.10

Trash life in Moria
How does it feel to be treated as if you were trash?
How does it feel to live surrounded by trash?11
The living conditions inside and outside the hotspot of Moria have always been inhumane but during
the cold months of the recent winter (2019–20), they have become unbearable. Piles of rubbish
dominate the scenery of thousands of people living, working and volunteering inside and outside
the hotspot, as well as the surrounding region covered by villages, fields and roads. This accumulated
waste is undoubtedly influencing people’s everyday life, posing a threat to their health and safety
as well as that of the ecosystem. During the last days of January 2020, the rubbish created multiple
risks (Médicins Sans Frontières 2020). Rubbish that had accumulated on the main roads outside the
hotspot posed obstacles to access, even of ambulances and fire trucks; heavy rains and winds only
worsened its effects. The cause of this situation is alleged mismanagement by the company recently
contracted to collect and remove the garbage dumped in the camp (Grant 2020). Meanwhile, efforts
to improve the situation made by the municipality and the state have not been sufficient. The ones
who attempted to reduce the hazards associated with the over-spilling rubbish were volunteers, with
support from the local community.
As we write this, doctors are warning of pandemic risk and the United Nations is demanding
the urgent evacuation of Moria camp (Grant 2020). In the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic, the
refugees of Moria are faced with a dilemma different from that of the rest of the world. Most people
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9.

A dockyard full of
shipping containers
forms a visual
shortcut to imagining
the successful
mechanisms of
globalization
through the flows
and distribution
of commodities
around the world.
In the aesthetics
of the European
refugee crisis,
containers became
synonymous with
the incarceration and
detention conditions
of thousands of
‘migrants’ and
‘refugees’. From
carrying cargo
around the globe,
related to new spatial
reconfigurations of
power, and precarious
working conditions in
container ships and
ports, to containing
the ‘unwanted
migrants and refugees’
in detention centers
all around Europe,
these metal boxes
reveal the intersecting
connections between
economies, flows
of capital, war, and
detention.
(Carastathis and
Tsilimpounidi 2020: 103)

10. Of course, there is no
shortage of those who
would like the gangs
to dominate, but they
have not succeeded
despite the constant
press reports in this
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direction. The battle for
dignity in this place is
being fought day by day.
Self-managed schools
play an important role
in this. Wave of Hope for
the Future (2020) gives
us an idea of one of
these schools. For more
information on the
Wave of Hope, see the
Lesvos Migration Atlas
at https://lesvosatlas.
net.
11. Extract from Lesvos
Migration Atlas. For
more information, see
https://lesvosatlas.net.

Figure 1: Slums of hope in despair of waiting at Moria’s Olive Grove Camp. Photograph by Christy
Petropoulou, June 2020.
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Figure 2: COVID-19 and water shortage in Moria, photograph by Yousif Alshewaili, January 2020.
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12. From the post ‘COVID-19
days in Moria’, author
Yousif Alshewaili, in
Lesvos Migration Atlas,
category Everyday Life.
See https://lesvosatlas.
net.
13. ‘States parties shall
respect the right of the
child who is separated
from one or both
parents to maintain
personal relations and
direct contact with both
parents on a regular
basis, except if it is
contrary to the child’s
best interests’. See
https://www.ohchr.org/
en/professionalinterest/
pages/crc.aspx.
Accessed 13 March 2021.

around Europe are worrying about having to stay indoors and how to occupy their time; however, for
the people inside Moria camp, the situation is different. Yousif Alshewaili, a young Syrian photographer living in Moria, commented:
In Moria everyone is scared, many people are already suffering from pneumonia and chest
infections as well as other underlying conditions, water is cut off for several hours a day in
the camp. When the water comes back, the dilemma starts. Should we wash dishes first or
shower, should we wash their clothes or should we go wait for hours in line for food? If we
go get the food and manage to receive it, the dishes will be dirty, if we go get the food there
won’t be water long enough to wash our clothes, or to shower. If we go to wash their clothes
and shower we won’t be able to stand in line for food so we will sleep hungry. One of our
most basic needs in life is water, whilst others get to worry about Covid19, we are left to worry
whether we will be able to have water to wash our hands.12
As migration routes and ‘doors’ in European countries have gradually closed, asylum seekers have
become stuck in the hotspot of Moria. Many of them don’t want to stay in Greece and the scenery of
a ‘forceful integration’ augments the practice of ‘enclosure’ on the island.
The Moria refugee camp, built for about 3,000 people, already has more than 20,000 residents,
45 per cent of whom are children. Nearly 1,000 children, most of them teens, live in Moria without
parents or relatives. Many have families in European countries who have been waiting for their reunion for a very long time. The Convention on the Rights of the Child (United Nations 1989), especially Article 9(3) aims to protect these children;13 however, the Group of Work on Human Rights
and Medical Ethics of the International Federation of Medical Students Associations demonstrated
with personal facts and testimonies (IFMSA 2020) how seriously these rights are being disrespected.
Disputing this daily degradation and devaluation of people living in and out of the Moria camp, selforganized educational efforts to achieve emancipation are being created, including the Wave of Hope
for the Future (WHF), a self-constructed school with 2,600 students from Afghanistan, Syria, Congo,
Somalia and other countries:
The principle behind WHF is to create a project by refugees and asylum seekers for refugees
and asylum seekers. This approach allows WHF to better understand, and work with, the daily
struggles that people in Camp Moria face.
(WHF 2020: 1)
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14. https://www.facebook.
com/hashtag/
evacuatemorianow?__
eep__=6&source=feed_
text&epa=HASHTAG.
Accessed 13 March 2021.

Figure 3: ‘Evacuate the children from Moria now’. Photograph by Knut Bry, used with permission.
IFMSA-Norway developed the #EvacuateMoriaNOW campaign,14 focused on children residing in Moria
camp, and Knut Bry is supporting it.
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15 For more information,
see https://www.
lesvossolidarity.org/en/
what-we-do/pikpa-camp.
Accessed 13 March 2021.

In the city of Mytilene, outside the hotspot of Moria, efforts are being made to prevent this discrimination and isolation of camp residents from the rest of society by creating commonalities, as
discussed below.

16. For more information,
see https://
lesvosmosaik.org.
Accessed 13 March 2021.

Daily acts of commoning
After the summer of 2015, various populations and entities have coexisted within the geographical
and political ‘enclosures’ of the island of Lesvos. Mobile populations located on Lesvos are served by
a multitude of initiatives, based on solidarity and provision (providing clothing and other essentials,
housing, public collective kitchens, online donations, etc.). Going beyond the notions of the state
and its institutions as the only legitimate actors involved, such initiatives take place along the coastline of the island and in its interior. The precondition for these actions, but also a result of them, is
the depiction of Lesvos as the quintessential border space, or as the ‘gateway to Europe’ – that is, as
the main front of a rapidly unfolding humanitarian crisis. All these geographical and political enclosures are spaces where various populations and entities coexist. They thus imbue the new communities of Lesvos with the characteristics of super-diversity, and its attendant internal and external
tensions and conflicts. Yet these new communities are also paradigms of cooperation and conviviality. ‘Lesvos Solidarity’, ‘Mosaik’, ‘One Happy Family’ and ‘Mikros Dounias’ (which translates to ‘small
world’) are organized around practices of everyday life that bring migrants and locals together in
new forms of communication, relationality, sharing and struggle. We term such everyday practices
acts of ‘commoning’ (De Angelis 2017).
Some important factors that strengthen commoning in the newly created communities are a
sense of belonging and community forged through common political values. For instance, in the
Lesvos Solidarity initiative, ‘a new way of being together, embedded in local society, is being created.
Above all, we want to build an environment where people can find dignity, love, safety and respect.
[...] [This] offers a sense of belonging, home and community.’15 The Mosaik team states that its
actions are based on political work as we aim for long term change rather than just helping
people in need. Our belief is that this situation can only change by solidarity and not by charity. Our work responds to the demands of the population we support rather than to apply what
Europeans believe is best for those coming to Greece seeking for refuge and a better life.16
Moreover, there is active participation from the otherwise invisible populations on the island, who in
this way can lay claim to their visibility in public spaces. Members of One Happy Family state:
In the center, there are many projects which have been built upon request and initiative of
the refugees. The community center is not being built and run for the people, but with them.
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Together with people from different nations, volunteers and displaced people, it will become
a community. The people from the camps are not only engaged in building and running but
also in problem-solving and decision making. That’s how we want to give them back some
independence, autonomy and a sense of responsibility. Those people are often totally dependent on governmental help and NGOs. Most of them don’t want that. They want to help themselves. Self-determination instead of determined by others.17
Finally, commoning draws upon – and indeed generates – common imaginaries for the future. Two
examples include Mosaik’s objective of setting ‘a counterexample and to prove that other solutions
are possible than the ones always said to be without alternatives and still practised’,18 as well as the
aim of Mikros Dounias to be ‘focused in the co-existence of refugee and local children and their
parents, so that they can create, learn and explore the world together’.19
In terms of the island’s daily reality, the living conditions of the local community involve many
aspects beyond the so-called ‘migration issue’. Many people who come to Lesvos, whether as journalists, solidarians or NGO staff, treat it as a ‘non-place’ or, alternately, as a ‘heterotopia’;20 one
reason is the socially constructed image they have of it (Papachristou et al. 2019; Petropoulou et al.
2016). Similarly, many Lesvian residents learn about what is happening next to them only from the
media or the internet, without having ever been to the actual sites under discussion, such as Moria
camp. A complex network of relations and articulations is created through the continually projected,
socially constructed image of the refugee population and the island. From 2010 onwards, due to the
global financial crisis, many jobs in productive sectors have been lost. On the other hand, more and
more young people have been able to find work only on temporary contracts in spaces in which
asylum seekers are confined and controlled. The combination of these two dynamics raises questions
about how a society orients itself and how, in the final analysis, it is affected by the image that is
constructed of it (Petropoulou 2019). For example, in most of the mass media, the hotspot of Moria is
represented as a place inhabited by marginalized people. The media rarely show people in ways that
maintain their dignity. The reproduction of such images naturalizes the construction and criminalization of so-called outsiders (Wacquant 2016). Although daily processes of solidarity call into question stigmatizing images of refugees, these are not represented in the media, which depict charity
and humanitarianism, but not acts of solidarity.
When successive cycles meet and come into contact through everyday actions, unexpected
events and new iconoclastic images are created, which can change the habits of various parties. In
this connection, we introduce the theoretical approach of ‘assemblages’21 (DeLanda 2006; Deleuze
and Guattari 2004), which implies a holistic view of multiplicities and systems, providing an allembracing context for theory to incorporate multiple contextual and analytic approaches. Overall, we
would suggest that, in Lesvos, various realities and regimes that are intertwined – either coexisting
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17. For more information,
see https://ohf-lesvos.
org/en/about. Accessed
13 March 2021.
18. For more information,
see https://
lesvosmosaik.org.
Accessed 13 March 2021.
19. For more information,
see https://
en.mikrosdounias.eu.
Accessed 13 March 2021.
20. On the island of Lesvos,
different heterotopias
are intertwined and
overlap:
• The heterotopia of the
border – the passage –
of the threshold to the
dream together with
that of the non-place
where the immigrant
is transformed into a
number or disappeared.
• The dystopian
heterotopia of the
‘Moria’ or new closed
camp, which at the
same time functions
as a transitional
heterotopia to another
world charged with the
principles of human
rights.
• The heterotopia of the
places of solidarity in
2015–16 that gave the
characteristic image of
the island to the outside
when it was nominated
for the Nobel Prize and
continues today to
attract people through
NGOs with a use of
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Figure 4: Collage of images (from up to down and from left to right): i. Mikros Dounias; ii. Mosaik; iii. One
Happy Family; and iv. Lesvos Solidarity. Photographs by Naya Tselepi, November 2018.
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or conflicting – are concentrated in the form of an ‘assemblage’. This comprises the geographical and
geopolitical location of the island, population movements, control and management, representations
and policies of migration and asylum, solidarity actions, the creation of common places and everyday collective practices and actions. For example, in contested habits in the contested landscapes of
public space, such as those that unfold in Sappho Square in the centre of the city of Mytilene, we
observe situations (Debord 1967) reflecting diverse and conflicting attitudes. The square has been
used as a stage for pro- or anti-refugee demonstrations and for refugees’ hunger strikes; for musical
events in solidarity with refugees; but also for the more everyday function as a waiting and meeting
place, where children of various origins play. This dynamic can change the processes of discrimination, which are related to the established cultural, social, ritualistic habits and politics of colonial and
patriarchal discrimination, and it is possible to change different daily habits (Petropoulou 2019).

Methodology and ethical issues: Why we need an atlas
Drawing on Deleuze and Guattari (2004), we understand ‘mapping’ as a constantly evolving process.
Instead of merely representing already existing territories, mapping as a way of thinking and acting
actually creates new ones. These views have informed a set of critical, feminist, localized and radical
theoretical approaches to research methodologies (Casas-Cortés and Cobarrubias 2007; Cobarrubias
2009; Cobarrubias et al. 2006; Holmes 2007), as well as the practices and actions of autonomous
collectives (Bureau des Etudes, Hackitectura, Iconoclasistas, etc.). The methodology of mapping also
plays a significant role as ‘militant research’ (Casas-Cortés and Cobarrubias 2007; Casas-Cortés et
al. 2017; Counter Cartographies Collective et al. 2012), a new critical approach of ‘action research’
(Hustler et al. 1986; Whitehead and McNiff 2006) that shapes the academy as a site of struggles and
social relations. In this light, we propose the process of mapping as a method that activates a different form of knowledge production, in the spirit of experimentation and creativity. We perceive and
use it as a tool that provides the necessary space for staking a claim to and transforming reality, and
that generates the ability to activate social relations – not only in an abstract, academic context, but
through practical collaborations and common actions.
In a world in which territorial jurisdictions are always already violated and invaded by centuries
of war, colonization and capitalist expansion, and where borders are spaces of radical coincidence
and condensation, an urgent need is created not only for mapping, but also for (re)mapping.22 In this
sense, (re)mapping means participating in a tense process of renegotiation, in the first instance, of
the concept of space – since the local and global are combined and overlap in many different ways
(Tsilimpounidi and Walsh 2014). As a project, (re)mapping goes beyond closed traditions and the
fixed space of national identities and territories. Instead, it is based on ideas of an open present; it
promotes diversity; it indicates that decision-making ought to be participatory; and it recognizes that
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beautiful images of
charity, in stark contrast
to the reality lived of the
refugees.
• The heterotopia of
solidarity voluntary
groups and the
heterotopia of the
place of creation of
the commons (other
anthropos, PIKPA, selforganized schools of the
refugees themselves,
no border kitchen, etc.)
presented in this article.
• The heterotopia of
retired people in
ecological places and a
safe haven for Lesbian
communities that for
those who visit them
function as ‘other
places’.
• The heterotopia of
religious communities
with the closed
reference circles
that create places of
attraction for religious
tourism.
21. The term ‘assemblages’
derives from the French
agencements, which is
introduced by Deleuze
and Guattari (1987).
22. Here we are referring to
the process of mapping
as a colonial device
and engaging with the
literature that believes
in reclaiming the
radicality of the notion
of mapping in acts of
(re)mapping.
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the logic of (re)mapping and what it portrays are not beholden to any absolute truth. In essence,
(re)mapping creates the promise of a new place, of a world in which many different worlds fit and
belong. It is a dynamic concept that is defined by a passion for change – a fact that makes it an
appropriate research tool in an era of overlapping crises.
If we consider maps to be representations of known places and territories, which are always
accompanied by specific narratives – strength, power, political and spatial territory – then we could
also suggest the reorientation of these maps as a process of (re)mapping of place, but also of the
provision of new symbols and representations that would depict new portrayals. Through this
conceptual process of eroding borders and creating new dialogical territories, we must be in a position to methodologically include in our (re)mappings all those who remain invisible and marginalized because they could not fit in the cognitive, ethical or aesthetic map of the dominant world. In this
case, this approach is consistent with and inspired by the critique of methodological nationalism that
Ulrich Beck, among others, has advanced (Beck 2006; Wimmer and Glick Schiller 2002). According
to Beck, methodological nationalism reinforces the idea that the nation-state is the only and most
reliable container in which we can safely draw conclusions about societies. Moreover, according to
the logic of methodological nationalism, whole populations are treated as ‘illegal’, ‘dangerous’ and
‘lacking rights’ (Rajaram 2015).
The project has drawn on bibliographic research, narratives and life-stories, participant observation and qualitative research. In addition, two of the researchers were living and actively participating in the acts of solidarity in the island of Lesvos and two others were actively participating in
similar acts on the mainland of Greece, in Athens and Thessaloniki. The production of the Lesvos
Migration Atlas involves militants – refugees and solidarity people – and considerable effort was
made to construct an interaction with students in (formal and no formal) schools and universities.
The selection of the topics represented was done through these discussion processes and workshops. These methods of producing research data form part of the broader methodology of ‘militant
research’ methodology (Casas-Cortés and Cobarrubias 2007). The aim was to challenge and change
dominant materialities and spatialities (such as borderlines), as well as the perceptions, discursive
systems, and representations that construct them (Bourdieu and Wacquant 2005).
In other words, the method of (re)mapping widens horizons of perceptions for the content, the
function, the actions and the aspirations of spaces of encounter and collaboration. It therefore transcends prior closed categorizations, identities, and political and ideological origins, and disrupts
every concept and practice that tends to accumulate power and to create borders and enclosures. In
this way, (re)mapping shifts the emphasis from the traditional model of action and reaction, indicating new ways of possible articulations of everyday life. That is, (re)mapping is a dynamic method that
includes ‘newcomers’, but also any given Other, without being based on assimilation, incorporation
and homogenization.
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Assemblage thinking (AT) also contributes to our research methodology, as it facilitates the
synthesis of multiple theories, practices and acts, tracing their various transformations, complexities
and contingencies. Overall, AT (Briassoulis 2017a, 2017b) challenges researchers to approach and
analyse various realities as unfolding within broader systems. Therefore, AT champions methodological openness and pluralism in synthesizing multiple sources, representations and narratives. The
(re)mapping process of the Lesvos Migration Atlas under the assemblage methodology does not just
aim to collect and classify the multiple representations of Lesvos; rather, it is a new form of topography that proposes a new process of conceiving and writing not only local history, but also mobile
history. In other words, it deals with the detailed exploration of a specific place through a dynamic
process of becoming in space and time. Consequently, topography is not just concerned with depictions of landscapes; rather, it derives material from narratives and untold stories, collective memories
and the everyday lived experiences of local populations as they encounter their migrant and refugee
counterparts – and, often, as they co-create visible and invisible actions and demands. Furthermore,
the Atlas makes possible the redefinition of the space and time of the study, perceived as an articulation of constantly moving and contingent conditions and practices.

‘This is not another website’: The ‘assemblage’ of the Lesvos Migration Atlas
Close Moria now!
De-victimize and give them papers
Safe passage
Open communities
Common living together
Destroy fences, camps, segregations
The passion for freedom is stronger than every prison cell (and borders)
We are all humans
No borders, no nations!
These are some of the words, texts and drawings that came out of the (re)mapping workshops that
took place in Lesvos during the years 2018–19. In particular, eight workshops23 were organized,
including students and members of the community of the University of the Aegean and Schools of
Mytilene; a broader audience that is active with the refugee/migration issue as researchers, professionals, volunteers and activists from Greece and Europe; and migrants and refugees who live on
the island of Lesvos. At the beginning of the workshops, a brief presentation of the concept and
methodology of ‘mapping’ was made, and specific examples and applications were supplied. When
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23. In particular:
• First Workshop:
28 May 2018: (re)
mapping workshop
and discussions under
the title ‘Mapping the
Route of Solidarity Now
& Future’, held within a
European Project called
‘The Route of Solidarity’
and organized with
the help of the NGO
‘ANTIGONE’ in Mosaik,
Mytilene. Participants:
approx. 30, mostly
activists from Europe,
locals, migrants and
refugees living in Lesvos.
• Second Workshop:
29 November 2018:
Presentations,
(re)mapping workshop
and discussions under
the title ‘Representing
and Commoning the
“Refugee Crisis”: The
case of the hotspot in
Lesvos’, held by the
course ‘Geography of
Metropolitan areas;
Cities & Territories
in Latin America’,
Department of
Geography, University
of the Aegean, Mytilene.
Participants: approx.
40, mostly students
and members of the
community of the
University of the
Aegean, researchers,
professionals,
volunteers and activists
living in Lesvos.
• Third Workshop: 8 June
2019: Presentation
and (re)mapping
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workshop under the
title ‘Mappings and
representations of “the
Others”: the example
of Lesvos toward an
antiracist geography’,
held as part of the
2nd Conference of
the School of Social
Sciences of the
University of the
Aegean, ‘Social Sciences
Today : Dilemmas and
Prospects Beyond
the Crisis’, Mytilene.
Participants: approx.
30, mostly students
and members of the
community of the
University of the
Aegean; researchers,
professionals,
volunteers and activists
from Greece.
• Fourth Workshop:
19 November 2019:
Workshop of mental
(re)mapping and
discussion on the
thematics of freedom,
oppression and
emancipation in the
Evening Secondary
School of Mytilene;
organized by research
team ‘Invisible Cities’
of the Department of
Geography, University of
the Aegean. Participants:
approx. 30, mostly
students, educators and
parents of the school
community.
• Fifth Workshop: 22
November 2019:
Presentations,
Workshop of mental

the participants were acquainted with the tool, they were asked individually or collectively, or in
subgroups, to portray in any visual way (text, poem, drawing, map, etc.) their representation-imaginary on a given theme, to make concrete their common understandings and imaginaries of the
refugee crisis. This theme varied according to the aim of each workshop and the consistency and
characteristics of the group. Many of these themes have to do with space – for example, ‘place’,
‘origin’, ‘route’, ‘destination’, ‘neighbourhood’, ‘home’ – and other representations directly related to
it, such as ‘education’, ‘relationships’, ‘values’ and ‘dreams’. Through this process, participants were
asked to portray with creative freedom their thoughts, ideas and imaginaries, to reflect personally
and collectively on them, and to discover common places, pathways and destinations.
The workshops engaged with the refugee crisis, unfolding at the macro level while at the same
time conversing with everyday, individual experiences of crisis at the micro level. A very important
element in this process was the ‘collective’ factor – namely, the formation of relationships and, where
possible, of a ‘group’. Therefore, during the workshops, methodologies were used for the formation and dynamics of ‘groups’ (sociocracy sitting in a circle, welcoming and introductions, providing
safety for everyone’s language and communication time, active listening, use of body language, etc.).
In short, we would say that the specific collective mapping processes were timely and necessary
because they contributed, in the first instance, to the formation and cultivation of critical thinking, not only in relation to space as it is being formed by the multilayered conditions at the local,
national, transnational and global levels, but also in relation to other representations that are prevalent in the contemporary dominant discourse of ‘crisis’, xenophobia and hatred. Equally important
is their usefulness in such spaces and conditions as a tool of personal and collective formation and
depiction of representations, corresponding to the empowerment of relations, groups and collective
processes more generally.
Moreover, the workshops were inspired by conceptualizations of the imaginary and the collective
imaginary, the principles of ‘sociological imagination’ (Mills 1985) and the horizons that are opened
by the ‘constituent imagination’ (Shukaitis and Graeber 2007) and the ‘radical imagination’ (Haiven
and Khasnabish 2010). Indeed, according to these views and interpretations, the radical or constituent imagination is necessary for social movements in times of crisis and austerity, as it seeks to overthrow hegemonic depictions and practices on the level of the everyday, rather than the spectacular
space of a protest or a march.
The series of workshops juxtaposed, compared and analysed the interactions between the
macropolitical level and the micropolitics of everyday life. Specifically, with respect to individual actions, we draw on the vocabulary of Deleuze and Guattari (1994) regarding the impalpable
and the imperceptible in order to understand and include contemporary ‘imperceptible politics’
(Papadopoulos et al. 2008), which enrich perceptions and representations of political relations and
acts in contemporary environments of governmentality. By these, we refer to social forces that depart
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(re)mapping and
discussion under
the title ‘Libertarian
Education’; organized
by research team
‘Invisible Cities’ of
the Department of
Geography, University
of the Aegean; held in
Mosaik Support Center
for Refugees and Locals,
Mytilene. Participants:
approx. 50, mostly
students and members
of the community of
the University of the
Aegean; researchers,
professionals,
volunteers and activists
from Greece and Europe;
as well as to migrants
and refugees living in
Lesvos.

Figure 5: Collage of images from the (re)mapping workshops held during 2018–19. From up to down and
from left to right: i. (re)mapping from the second workshop; ii. mapping from the first workshop; iii. detail
from the (re)mapping of the second workshop and; iv. (re)mapping from the seventh workshop (as described
followingly). Photographs by Naya Tselepi.
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• Sixth Workshop:
23 November 2019:
Workshop of mental
(re)mapping in the
community of ‘Mikros
Dounias’, a preschooling educational
project in nature
for children, held in
Mytilene. Participants:
20, people from the
community of Mikros
Dounias; children,
parents and educators
from the local and
refugee population
living in Lesvos.
• Seventh Workshop:
24 November 2019:
Workshop of mental
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(re)mapping with
‘Invisible Women’, a
project made out of
the research team
‘Invisible Cities’ of
the Department of
Geography, University of
the Aegean, in Mytilene.
Participants: 6, women
from the group of
‘Invisible Women’.
• Eighth Workshop:
27 November 2019:
Workshop of (re)
mapping and graffiti
with unaccompanied
refugee children living
in accommodation
shelters in Thessaloniki.
With the support
of the NGO ‘ARSIS’.
Participants: approx. 20.
24. See https://lesvosatlas.
net. Accessed 13 March
2021.
25. This is the Research
Team’s Manifesto as
it is presented in the
Lesvos Migration Atlas
website, December 2019,
Mytilene, Lesvos.

from existing measures and regimes of surveillance and control, reminiscent of affect and collective processes, and that attempt to transform reality not only in dialectical but also in tangible and
material ways. Moreover, such ‘minor cracks’ neither aim at ‘another world outside of capitalism’,
nor intend ‘to destroy capitalism through an organized attack’; rather, they seek to create relations
and actions that do not reproduce capitalist power relations (Holloway 2010) and to reshape politics
more broadly in parallel and imperceptible ways (Isin 2002a, 2002b). As an outcome of these, the
Lesvos Migration Atlas24 created by our research team on the basis of the theory of assemblages opens
up a common virtual space for experimental ideas, representations, practices and acts, which have
the potential to disrupt the politics of representation, borders and control.
in a world suffering various types of ...
CRISIS as a state of emergency but also as a state of emergence
ΜAP(PING) spaces & places, people & populations, movements & migrations, borders &
hotspots, solidarity & resistance, everyday life & dreams […]
[…] an outcome of the crisis;
the GEOTRAUMA as the suffering of the earth, nature, materials, bodies […]
SYMBOLS and the symbolic capital of representations
WALL WRITING, from walls as borders to walls as canvases
ARTWORKS as critical commentaries, commodities and resistance
NARRATIVES of the untold, the unsaid, the unspeakable
of people keeping on living their […]
EVERYDAY LIFE, the basic process of (re)production of life
and as a part of it […]
the COMMON(ING)S as the common practices and acts of people
RESISTANCES that make the invisible visible […]
this is our ‘ATLAS’; a cosmos of ideas, representations, practices, acts, contradictions […]
all together in a process of becoming […]25
No human is illegal; Close the concentration camps; Moria is a women’s hell; Moria = murder;
Death and dirt signifiers; Why aren’t you Angelina Jolie?; You’ve got a great future behind
you; Slow death; No borders no nations; If he wasn’t in NBA he may be dead in Omonoia
police precinct; A world without borders; The other side of hope; Stealing from migrants;
Heteronormative necropolitics; Aegean Guernica; Crucified life-jacket; Our problem is not
economical; One happy night; Movement of freedom; School of peace.
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26. See https://lesvosatlas.
net. Accessed 13 March
2021.

Figure 6: Photo of ‘Lesvos Migration Atlas’ website.26 The images shown are the characteristic of
their categories: Map(ping); Geotrauma; Symbols; Wall writing; Artworks; Narratives; Everyday Life;
Common(ing)s; Resistances; ‘Atlas’ (as shown above in the ‘Manifesto’). They also perform as ‘buttons’
leading to another ‘atlas level’ of their category/concept that consists of various ‘posts’; texts, narratives,
stories, etc.
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Figure 7: Collage of images from the Lesvos Migration Atlas website. Each image derives from a post on
the website – it is a ‘snapshot’ of a story, narrative, process that is part of an ‘assemblage’ of representations
and common(ing)s of the Lesvos migration recent space and time. Photographs by the research team
members as well as from activists who kindly offered us their pictures.
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These are a few of the words and phrases featured in the Atlas, as words written on walls, trains,
posters, banners and articles, or as titles for the research team’s essays/posts. These words and the
pictures themselves are often the starting point for unfolding our experience and personal testimonies that ultimately are synthesized with our research approach. The pictures and the essays altogether function as parts of a whole, which is the Atlas assemblage. The process of collecting and
assembling them to a website reflects on our methodology, which promotes a collective approach
and an organic growth with multiple updates and add-ons from the team members, as well as from
other friends and fellows. Besides the activists who were invited to contribute with essays or interviews, in a number of cases we asked for permission to use some of the displayed pictures. We were
happy and more than thankful that the photographers kindly offered us their images.
The images were chosen carefully to meet certain criteria. It was important that to some extent
they were original, in a sense that they were not very often seen in the media. However, we intended
to avoid any aestheticization of the topic. Accordingly, we tried to avoid pictures where human pain
is exploited and overdramatized. Furthermore, we blurred most of the faces appearing in the pictures.
Ideally, we would wish to succeed in achieving a perfect balance between keeping a distance and
respecting the privacy of the people and cases, and staying close to the subject and the real essence
of the topic while at the same time critically taking part in an active research. In other words, matters
of ethics and aesthetics were constantly emerging and taken into consideration.
The Lesvos Migration Atlas embodies a process of capturing, writing and representing that
comprises multiple snapshots of processes in space and time; moving histories; artworks on walls
and in the streets; imaginaries of the so-called ‘refugee crisis’; and narratives of everyday life of
local, migrant and refugee populations within various spaces on Lesvos island – from the hotspot
of Moria to the common spaces of living and struggling together. The Atlas reflects an assemblage
of constantly moving and emerging practices and situations that ‘always seem impossible until they
are done’, as it was met in the hallway of ‘One Happy Family’, in the research team’s meeting there
in November 2018.
This article is located in the current conjuncture of the refugee crisis; in the Europe of redrawing of its borders and migration policies; in the Greece of overlapping crisis; and in the Lesvos of
confinement, of classification of populations of the move into those who have rights to international
protection versus those for whom such rights are not recognized and who are subject to deportation – that is, of the island, the country and the continent as hotspot. The objective of the research
project on which this article is based, through the use of methodological tools that reveal and contest
the spectacularity of the aforementioned, overlapping crises but also make visible marginalized
perceptions, performances, and representations of Lesvian space, is to contribute to the reorientation
of the existing state of emergency (austerity, deprivation, marginalization and abrogation of human
rights) to a state of emergence (creativity, new political subjectivities and collective visions) on a base
of a symbiosis in constant process of becoming.
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Figure 8: Photograph of an inscription in the hallway of ‘One Happy Family’, Lesvos. Photograph by
Naya Tselepi, November 2018.
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